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INTRODUCTION
In the current economic climate, companies are seeking more effective
ways to lower costs. In the telecom
and data communications environment, the challenge is to strike the
right balance between understanding
corporate usage trends and adopting
new technologies that can make the
organization more effective while still
reducing costs. Numerous telecom
services present challenges due to
variable costs that are dictated by
usage behavior.
Wireless services present a particular
challenge because, while their usage
has become prevalent in today’s
corporate communications culture,
they are extremely difficult to manage due to the magnitude of variable
costs and diversity of services on the
market. Companies have struggled
with incorporating the right strategies
for gaining proper control of these
devices and tracking their usage,
which can have a direct impact on
bottom-line performance. Additional
areas that present challenges include
how companies manage dedicated
circuits to remote offices or facilities,
remote employees who connect via
broadband, and tracking overall
video and teleconferencing.

For companies that have successfully
addressed these issues, a management
discipline known as telecom consumption management has emerged,
which incorporates techniques from
next-generation telecom expense
management (TEM) practices.

C ONSUMPTION
DEFINED

M ANAGEMENT

Consumption management is defined as the process by which the
use and cost of a communications
resource are recorded, analyzed
and benchmarked against both
corporate policies and similar users
to enable department managers to
influence behaviors that drive more
productive and cost-effective communications. This is not a new concept; there is precedent in the energy market where it is common for
analysts to determine how products
are consumed, at what rates and for
what reasons. Energy companies
have discovered that “the devil is in
the details” of usage and that excessive, wasteful use of energy can be
curbed with the proper tools, information and education. As a result,
more sophisticated metering and
usage analysis revealed consumption excesses that were easily cured.
By learning from this experience
and considering call accounting
systems as a proven model, nextgeneration TEM solutions provide a
firm foundation to perform similar
usage analysis on numerous services
that are billed based on usage.
Next-generation TEM solutions take
advantage of detailed electronic
billing data for deeper analysis of
usage behavior on services such as
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wireless devices, circuits connected to
physical locations, broadband users
and numerous other communicationsrelated services. This approach helps
department managers have instant
access to the necessary information
they need in order to take steps to
influence behavior and optimize
costs. In most instances, the mere
fact that employees know that usage
is being monitored will lower costs.

EXECUTING YOUR CONSUMPTION
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
Strategies for successful consumption
management are more readily executed by leveraging next-generation
TEM solutions that centralize management of telecom and data services,
giving an organization a complete
view of its overall spend and usage
across all service providers and
types of service. The key steps for
developing an effective plan are intuitive upon first glance, but are a challenge to execute if controls and
systems are not in place for ongoing
management.
Critical to executing these strategies
is the fundamental TEM concept
of centralized management, which
inherently drives down costs, optimizes usage and facilitates the implementation of consistent management
processes. The following 10 tactics
are part of an overall consumption
management strategy, predicated
on the advantages gained through
centralized management of telecom
expenses.

1. Define your corporate “wireless”
and “remote broadband” policies —
This important starting point includes
defining (or updating) policies and
taking steps to ensure that executives
manage to them. For example, set a
policy to determine how many
devices and what types of devices
employees can be issued. This allows
organizations to control the types of
devices being used and incorporate

them properly into the corporate network. For companies with remote
employees who connect via broadband, it is important to keep an
inventory of those using these services
so they can be disconnected when
employees leave the organization.

2. Define your corporate chargeback strategy — To a large degree,
consumption management is a byproduct of corporate chargeback.
The chargeback system allows
department managers to gain
enhanced visibility into costs and
more readily identify if employees
are abusing their mobile devices or
have dramatically increased usage
of conferencing services. Managers
can then take steps to curtail inappropriate usage. If tracked by managers
on a company-wide basis, the cost
savings can be dramatic. It is also
important to keep in mind that
chargeback is not about passing
costs down to each department,
but provides a vehicle for influencing
behavior at a more local level.
3. Implement an integrated order
management system — It is important to determine how devices are
procured by employees and to
streamline the process. In the past
employees would purchase their own
phones and be reimbursed. Now
companies have the option of utilizing a provisioning portal that allows
employees to choose from companyapproved devices without having to
submit any reimbursements. This eliminates network compatibility issues
and ensures all employees are on the
proper plans. The same type of consistent, centralized process should be
established for companies that have
remote employees who require home
broadband access.
4. Benchmark costs across operating departments — A big advantage
for managers is the ability to benchmark their department’s usage
against others. While each department is different in how they use

various telecom services, it gives
departments a good idea of their
costs compared to the rest of the
organization.

5. Determine optimal technologies
for communications that increase
productivity — There are numerous
technologies that can integrate with
wireless communications. It is important to understand which services will
increase productivity or lower costs
while maintaining the same level of
service. For example, 3G wireless
networks enable faster data services,
which can help facilitate the use of
VoIP services. However, it is important to factor in the increased costs to
determine if the migration is justified.
6. Renegotiate corporate contracts
— Companies must take advantage
of a competitive wireless and broadband market. By centralizing overall
spend, companies have a good idea
of how many total wireless minutes
are being consumed and are in a
position to negotiate optimal contract
rates to pool minutes. When purchasing broadband services in bulk,
companies will be able to negotiate
more favorable rates since the services are being managed centrally.
This tactic alone can significantly
drive down costs.
7. Identify idle services — With
increased visibility of telecom services, companies can quickly zero in on
services that are not being used. This
includes items such as unused cell
phones and broadband services for
employees who have left the organization. In addition, companies need
to identify point-to-point connections
that are idle because they are connecting to locations that are no
longer in operation. This type of
activity can extend to other services
like hosted applications, licenses and
conferencing services.
8. Support the finance department
— A chargeback solution provides
comprehensive dashboards that
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enable financial managers to instantly view cost information sorted by top
departments, top regions, and top
overall users and use this information
to benchmark costs across the organization to gain more accurate forecasting and budget models. The goal
is to provide finance departments
with information that facilitates better
decisions regarding overall telecom
and IT spend.

9.. Educate employees — Employees
should know that usage is being
monitored and should not be
abused. As was the case with traditional call accounting systems that
tracked long distance charges,
employees knowing this will curtail
their usage of wireless services. In
addition, employees should understand the types of charges that can

have a substantial impact on costs.
For example, international calls
made from a mobile phone are
expensive and employees should
seek to use a landline when making
those calls.

10.

Maintain an ongoing review
of costs — Consumption management is not a one-time initiative. It is
an ongoing process that seeks to
drive down costs by impacting usage
behavior and ensuring services are
properly optimized. As a result, it is
important to review usage, costs and
the technologies being utilized to
ensure that a steady state of optimization is being achieved.

SUMMARY
For many organizations, a telecom
expense management (TEM) solution can provide the ability to manage consumption of variable costs
that can have a big impact on the
bottom line. Consumption management, using the strong foundation
that traditional TEM provides,
greatly reduces the chances of
unwanted developments and uncontrolled usage of emerging technologies. Amid the disruption of any
technology shift is the opportunity
to correct past mistakes and appropriately implement what is new
from the very outset. Consumption
management offers that ability. If
executed correctly, the results can
be substantial and gain the attention of the entire organization.

MBG Expense Management, LLC
Phone: 212.822.4400
Fax: 212.822.4499

370 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10017

www.mbg-inc.com
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